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Arabic - english - Arabic Translators Needed

Fixed-Price
- Est. Budget: $5
- Posted 5 days ago

I have placed the bottom most rate odesk will permit, as I am looking for the most competitive bid Pls let
me know: 1. your translation rate per word 2. or if you work by the hour, how many source words can you
translate in an hour 3. When can you start? 4. How much work can you take on per day? Project will start
mid-August. Thank you for your interest.

Employer:

Skills:
Arabic - English - Arabic

translator

Hourly
- Est. Time: Ongoing / More than 6 months, 40 hrs/week
- Posted 6 days ago

translation from arabic to English translation from English to Arabic

Employer:

Localizing into Arabic spoken in Saudi Arabia

Hourly
- Est. Time: Less than 1 month, 40 hrs/week
- Posted 7 days ago

Apply

We are looking for translator able to localize / rewrite page www.mascus.com.eg into Arabic spoken in
Saudi Arabia )(only aplicants from Saudi Arabia pls). Per hour or project based work. If you have
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experience from automatoive industry - that it is a plus. SEO understanding is advantage Please submit
your profiles. Posibility to continue further work

Employer:

Skills:
Arabic lanagues spoken in Saudi Arabia

English to Arabic text matching and proofing

Hourly
- Est. Time: Less than 1 month, 20 hrs/week
- Posted 7 days ago

Apply

Hello, We are looking for a native Arab to match translation (already translated materials) in Arabic to an
english source. The text materials are books in the subject of stock market, finance, statistics, accountings
and economics. The candidates need to have a proven background on that area (degree) and to be familiar
woth MS-Word. We will only reply for candidates who mention their native language and the finance
background that  … more

Employer:

Skills:
Translation
Qualifications

English to Arabic Translation

Hourly
- Est. Time: Less than 1 week, 10 hrs/week
- Posted 1 week ago
- 2 Interviews

Apply

I am looking for someone to translate my English website to Arabic. It's very brief so maybe only 20-30
phrases. Should not take long Please also reply with answers to these questions 1. In what language was
your university education? 2. How long have you been speaking English

Employer:

7 different languages needed for a multinational project

Fixed-Price
- Est. Budget: $200
- Posted 2 weeks ago
- 9 Interviews

Apply

We are an e-learning company in Turkey. We need seven different languages for a multinational project.
We need to translate our english texts to listed languages. We also need "native" voice talents for sound
recording those converted texts. There are more than 12 projects and counting up every week. Heres the
language list: Brazil: Brasilian Portuguese Argentina: Spanish (Argentian Spanish) USA: English Thailand:
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Thai China: C … more

Employer:

English to Arabic translation

Hourly
- Est. Time: Less than 1 month, 10 hrs/week
- Posted 2 weeks ago
- 1 Interview

Apply

We are looking for someone who can do translations for us. We need documents translated from English
to Arabic. This project is to start immediately, salary is to be discussed

Employer:

Skills:
Good written and spoken English
Qualifications

English to Arabic voice tranlator

Hourly
- Est. Time: Ongoing / More than 6 months, 20 hrs/week
- Posted 1 month ago
- 3 Interviews

Apply

i require a assistant to listern in to conversations over skype and to translate them into English as the
conversation continues also to assist in speaking to an Arabic person thy will be simply required to
translate voice and maybe some text on occasions

Employer:

Skills:
excellent English and Arabic spoken words
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